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Objective of the project:  

Make high-quality goods available to buyers from manufacturing plants. And, also to 

preserve and improve the ecology of the planet due to the repeated use and 

processing of raw materials. 

 

Product of the project: 

Decentralized trading platform on which household appliances, electronics and other 

goods are sold, with their subsequent exchange for new.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REPUDIATION OF AGREEMENT 

 

The purpose of this "White Paper" — JTR Mart system and JTR coin token to potential 

token holders in connection with the proposed sale of tokens. The information provided 

below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any contractual relationship. 

 

The sole purpose of this document — provide potential token holders with up-to-

date, valid information that is designed to help determine whether a thorough analysis of 

the company should be conducted with a view to purchasing JTR tokens. 

 

Nothing in this document should be considered a call for investment, nor should any 

part of the document be perceived as an offer to purchase any securities in any jurisdiction 

or a call for such an offer. This document was not drawn up in accordance with any laws 

that are intended to protect investors, and are not subject to them. 

 

JTR coin token — it is a utility token issued for use within the platform and the JTR 

ecosystem. This product is not a digital (electronic) currency, a security, a commodity or any 

other financial instrument and is not registered under the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act 

of 1933), does not fall within the scope of the securities laws from US states or securities laws 

of any other country or other jurisdiction in which the potential holder of the token is a 

resident. 

 

The JTR coin token cannot be used for any other purposes than those listed in the 

White Paper, in particular for investment, speculation and other financial purposes. 

The JTR coin token is not intended for sale or use in jurisdictions where the sale or 

use of digital tokens may be prohibited. 

 

The JTR coin token does not give any other rights in any form, in particular, the right 

to own, distribute (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, property 

(including all forms of intellectual property) and other financial or legal rights, for except as 

specifically described in this White Paper. 

 



Some statements, estimates and financial information contained in this document are 

forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements and 

information affect known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 

events or results to differ materially from the estimates or results implied or stated in the 

forward-looking statements.  

"White Paper" can be changed to provide more detailed information. The main 

source of official information on JTR coin token is this document in English. Information 

contained in the document in English may from time to time be translated into other 

languages or used in written or oral communication to existing and potential customers, 

partners, and etc. 

 

During the transfer and transmission of messages, some information contained 

in this document may be lost, distorted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such 

alternative messages can not be guaranteed. In the event of conflicts or 

inconsistencies between translations, communications and the official document in 

English, the provisions of the original document in English prevail. 
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1.1 Wolrd market – trends and problems. 

 

According to eMarketer estimates the world market of Internet retail will grow by 23.2% 

($ 2.29 trillion) in 2018 in comparison with the previous year, and in 2019 to $ 3.58 trillion. The 

share of e-commerce in the total volume of world retail is estimated at 10-15%. The market will 

continue growing in double digits, in the regional context the main drivers will be the US and 

China, which together will provide this year with about 1.58 trillion dollars of sales in the e-

commerce sector. 

  

PROBLEMS: 

   Buyers are confronted with one-day firms selling gray goods without guarantee. 

   Distrust towards sellers and the quality of the goods. 

   People are not looking for service, but cheap prices. 

   Delivery of goods from the online store may exceed 10-20 days. 

   Appliances quickly become obsolete. 

   High cost of goods. 

   Bad service. 

   Home appliances do not keep up with the technological life. 

   Constant breakdowns. 

   Unintentional damage to appliances 

 

TENDENCIES: 

Among the key trends in online commerce in 2015-2020 experts have called the transition 

to mobile devices. This year, the number of users who make Internet purchases from a 

smartphone or tablet and not from PC, continues growing. According to eMarketer, in China 

and India more than 70% of Internet purchases are already made from mobile devices, in South 

Korea 59%, and in Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States, "mobile" sales account 

for the third part of the total e-commerce sales. 

 

 The new devices seriously reduce the demand for some types of goods (the smartphone 

is undermined by the market of camera-soap boxes, notebooks and tablets are replacing 

stationary computers). 

  There were new categories of goods (3D printers, 4K TVs, smart watches, smart set-top 

boxes for TV), which are not available to buyers because of their high price. 

  Breakage and loss of appliances is a disaster. 

  Fragility of appliance materials. 

  Not every family can afford to renew household appliances every year. 

  Educational processes depend on technical equipment. 



  Medicine needs advanced technical equipment. 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 

 There have been no significant changes and innovations in the retail sector for a long 

time, although products and technologies have moved far ahead, and a new generation of 

devices appears every year. The electronics market is growing so rapidly that it requires new 

moral, economic and environmental solutions and approaches in this area. 

 Creating a JTR ecosystem solves problems and challenges in this area, starting with the 

economic and ending for environmental. Further, a description of this ecosystem is given in 

more detail. 

 

1.2 Use of blockchain technology and crypto currency in the traditional. 

 

 

Despite the growing popularity of crypto-currency and blockchain, the use of these 

technologies and tools still cause difficulties for business and users. The development of 

their own blockchain for companies is still very expensive due to the shortage of specialists 

and developers in this field. Also, there is a lack of understanding among CEO companies 

for the proper use of blockchain and crypto-currency. 

 

At the moment, there is a predominance of interest only in speculative news about 

crypto-currencies and blockchain, which inhibits the development of blockchain in the real 

sector of the economy and in everyday life. This trend persists and negatively affects the 

overall future of the technology. Excessive volatility of the crypto-currency limits their use 

in traditional financial calculations, and the blockchain causes only speculative interest 

among the stock exchange's players. 

 

Our team's mission is to connect the real sector of the economy and the clients of the 

companies with the help of a convenient JTR ecosystem where our solutions will enable us 

to perform many tasks: 

 

1. Attract companies/brands with a simple and efficient implementation of the 

blockchain to solve problems by providing global guarantees on the 



territory of any country. 

 

2. Build relationships between producer-seller-buyer-service center (repair 

and maintenance) with the smart contract (previously there was no single 

system of interaction – a single ecosystem. 

 

3. Create a unified system of reviews and ratings for manufacturers, sellers, 

suppliers, buyers on the blockchain, where ratings appear not only for the 

seller, but also for the buyer, so that each party values its reputation. 

 

4. Create wide opportunities for communication with consumers (reliable 

feedback, customer encouragement, promotions through smart contracts, 

the possibility of accepting payment via crypto-currency and JTR сoin’s. 

Unlimited opportunities for targeting advertising and promotions by 

selecting the location, the size of the consumer basket, shopping 

preferences, and etc.). 

 

5. Use additional features (logistic blockchain service that allows tracking the 

movement of goods from the manufacturer to the buyer for all 

participants in the chain.) 

 

6. Implement blockchain services for business, which will be based on JTR 

blockchain technology, where companies will not need to resort to 

expensive developments and create their own network of decentralized 

servers. All processes will be processed within the JTR ecosystem. The 

company will pay users (holders of NODE) for the use of their facilities.  

 

7. Have the ability for companies/brands to produce their own tokens, which 

can be used for any legal purpose (for example, bonus programs, loyalty 

programs, tokenization of business, payment bitcoin, etc.). 



 

8. Use of bar codes, QR codes to verify the products and determine their 

authenticity, belonging using the capabilities of blockchain. 

 

 

On the other hand, buyers and customers will receive a convenient unified mobile 

application JTR Box, where the main functionality will be: 

 

● Activation, verification of goods, services, and software. 

● Transfer (registration) of property rights to the goods (sale, donation). 

● Authentication of goods. 

● Messenger. 

● CashBack with purchases, discounts, loyalty programs. 

● Obtaining information about the product, warranty terms and return. 

● Participation in promotions. 

● Receiving JTR coin for participation in promotions and in surveys from 

manufacturers/brands. 

● Feedback from manufacturers/brands. 

● Keeping JTR coin and other crypto-currency. 

● Possibility of payment via a mobile phone with an instant conversion of crypto-currency 

into fiat money. 

● Additional features that will appear with the development of the JTR system. 

 

The interest of both parties (buyers and manufacturers) in using the JTR system will grow 

in proportion to the implementation of the technology. At the same time, we do not need to 

worry about marketing expenses to stimulate the download of the JTR Box application and the 

use of JTR Chain, huge support will come from brands and manufacturers who will download 

JTR blockchain coding and other information necessary for the user, taking into account 

localization ( right before pre-installing the JTR Box application on smartphones). Also 

brands/manufacturers will mention JTR in their marketing and PR, which will give a constant 

growth of interest in the JTR Box application and our service. 

By connecting each new brand/manufacturer to the JTR ecosystem, we will receive the 

overwhelming majority of their customers in the ranks of users of the JTR Box application. 

 



JTR will be one of the most powerful blockchain systems of ecosystems that unite all the 

chains of the business process from the creation of the product to its implementation and 

return to recycling, and the reuse of raw materials. 

 

The JTR community will be supported by our company, and developers and 

consultants will be in demand for services to implement blockchain for 

manufacturers/brands. 

 

JTR will allocate up to 10% of revenue to support independent blockchain developers 

and promote technology. 

 

 

 

 

1.3 What is  JTR Mart. Problems and solutions  

 

Problem: Buyers are confronted with one-day firms selling gray goods without guarantee. 

 

Solution: The introduction of the JTR blockchain, which contains the serial numbers of the 

original products (barcode or QR code, hereinafter referred to as "Code"). Through the JTR Box 

application or the JTR website, the client can verify the electronics or software, including 

copyright works (music, video, and etc.). 

 

Problem: Mistrust towards sellers and quality of goods. 

Solution: If it is possible to verify the authenticity of the product by its serial number - by code 

(and also activation if necessary), the issue of trust to the seller or the quality of the product 

disappears. Since the guarantee and quality in this case are provided from the manufacturer's 

factory directly to the consumer. 

 

Problem: People are not looking for service, but cheap prices. 

Solution: Buying goods with an exchange, buyers save up to 95% of the funds needed for 

purchases. This solves the problem of lack of money and the search for the cheapest prices. 

 

Problem: Delivery of goods from the online store may exceed 20-30 days. 



Solution: To solve this problem, we are creating regional and customs warehouses of products 

in high demand, which shortens the delivery time of the goods to the buyer. The planned 

delivery time will be 1 - 7 days. 

 

Problem: Quickly outdated technology due to rapid technological progress (smartphones, 

computers, gadgets). 

Solution: The sale of household appliances and electronics with subsequent exchange for new 

models allows people to submit their old devices during the life of the device and get a new and 

modern one on favorable terms. The surcharge for exchange is from 5 to 40% of the cost, 

depending on the conditions of exchange. 

 

№1 Exchange within the same type of Goods 

Example: By purchasing a $ 200 Samsung microwave oven, you can exchange it for a new one 

in 2-3 years, after paying 20% of its cost 

 

№2 Exchange within the same cost 

Example: by purchasing from a Samsung S8 smartphone for $ 800, you can exchange it for any 

other new product within $ 800 within 6 to 24 months from the date of purchase. The surcharge 

for exchange is 25% 

 

№3 Exchange for more expensive goods 

Example: you bought a Samsung S8 smartphone for $ 800, you can exchange it for any other 

new product, which is at a higher cost, then you pay the difference in cost and an extra charge 

for exchanging 25% 

 

№4 Exchange of goods for money (Bay back) 

Example: having bought a laptop for $ 1000, you can exchange it for money in the amount of 

up to 50% of the original cost of the goods. Submit the goods previously purchased from us 

and receive money 

 

Problem: High cost of goods. 

Solution: Modern, high-quality devices are not available to the general public, especially in 

developing countries. Buying with an exchange gives an opportunity to save money on 

purchases. Also store JTR Mart will have purchase of goods for 85% of the cost available. 1. The 

remaining 15% person can be paid in exchange; 2. provision of goods on credit; 3. Leasing; 4. 

for rent. 

 

Problem: Poor quality of service. 



Solution: We are creating smart contracts, which will specify the terms of the guarantee and 

payment for warranty repair. Therefore, all parties involved in this (the plant - the manufacturer, 

the buyer and the service center) are interested in the work of this blockchain. The buyer 

receives warranty repair, the manufacturer loyal customers, and the service center receives 

payment for the services rendered. The blockade and the smart contract realize the conditions 

of payment for warranty repair to service centers. 

JTR plans to open its own service and exchange centers in major cities in 120 countries around 

the world. These centers of JTR Service will perform warranty repairs, as well as the exchange of 

old equipment for a new one under the terms of a smart contract. 

 JTR Service will employ highly qualified personnel, modern equipment will be used for 

repair, which will create high standards and level of service. 

 Also, JTR is creating smart contracts for the authorization and verification of service 

centers in any country. This will allow, practically, any service center to undergo authorization, 

verification and get the opportunity to provide warranty repair in any country and in any city 

(which is impossible at the moment.) Only large service centers can be authorized and become 

an authorized representative). 

 

Problem: Home appliances do not keep up with the technological life. 

Solution: The emergence of new technologies leads to the fact that in 1-3 years, televisions, set-

top boxes, devices become obsolete, and not everyone can afford to buy new ones. Therefore, 

our sales system with subsequent exchange solves this problem. It will be enough for a person 

to pay for the exchange of about 20% and receive a new, modern appliance in place of the old. 

 

Problem: Frequent breakdowns. 

Solution: Forced purchase of goods without warranty and also problems with warranty repairs 

are being resolved in JTR. Thanks to the smart contract and verification code, buyers are 

protected from the purchase of "gray" products and poor quality products. 

 Any appliance can break, but qualitative and fast repair in JTR service will allow customers 

to solve these problems. Also, JTR Service will provide the customer with a temporary use of a 

device (lower class) in the event that repairs cannot be performed in a short time. 

 For example, the temporary issuance of a smart phone from JTR Service, while the repair 

is being performed, will allow the customer stay in touch with the outside world. 

 

Problem: Unintentional damage to appliances. 

Solution: Sometimes people drop their phones, they break or drown in water, other problems 

occur, when a person forgets the password and so on. All these problems will be solved by our 

specialized service centers - just exchange your broken phone for a new one. 

 



Problems: There is a problem of obtaining true reviews and a rating of the seller or his products 

on the market.  

Solution: Creating JTR Rating. This is due to the fact that the site owner can remove 

inconvenient reviews and leave others. We are creating a platform of "reviews and ratings" 

where it is impossible to delete, substitute real reviews or change the rating. Any company or 

person can add their company to JTR Rating or leave their feedback. 

 On the other hand, companies will be able to leave feedback about their customers. Thus, 

mutually binding relations are created, when both sides will value their ratings, their authority. 

The fact of purchase or maintenance will be a record in the blockchain, based on which a 

feedback can be created. 

 

Problem: Old schemes of supply and sales are still present in retail.  

Solution: This sphere has been changing in recent years due to the rapid growth of Internet 

commerce. Online stores are a more progressive type of sales, but they reduce the responsibility 

of the manufacturer or seller after the transfer of the goods to the buyer. 

 JTR is creating a new ecosystem where the responsibility of the parties does not decrease, 

but it improves and moves to a new level where a unified economic system operates. In the JTR 

system, not only the unification of all business processes in this area occurs, but conditions are 

created for the protection of the environment. 

 Consumer electronics, computers and smart phones that have gone out of use are 

thrown into landfills or partially recycled. As a result, millions of tons of garbage are formed 

every year, which will pollute the environment for hundreds and hundreds of years. 

 JTR Plant is a modern, perfect technology for processing and extracting useful raw 

materials from household appliances and electronics (up to 95%). In this process, the extraction 

and separation of raw materials occurs without the use of chemicals, water, no harmful 

emissions into the atmosphere and the environment. Only electrical energy is used. 

 The purity of recovered raw materials is 98%. In this case, plastic, glass, rubber, metals are 

divided into more than 20 separate fractions. 

 In the video on our website you can see the work of this unique plant. JTR is planning to 

build such plants in 120 countries, which will lead to a significant improvement of the ecological 

situation on the planet and improvement of business processes in the retail sector. 

  



 
 

 

The JTR project began its work in 2013 with the idea of selling goods with an exchange 

and building a processing plant. As the project progressed, it improved and in 2017 it was 

decided to put it on the blockchain and smart contract and expand its functionality. 

Using modern technology of blockchain and smart contract will allow JTR to be fully open, 

protected and be the most profitable system for both ordinary consumers and for producers 

caring for their customers. 

Our team is developing the technical solutions necessary to create a universal and 

convenient application that will allow to quickly obtaining the necessary information and 

verifying and activating the purchased products, services and software. The JTR Mart system will 

be improved and will have expanded functionality in comparison with the basic version. For 

example, in addition to confirming the originality of the product, the consumer will receive data 

on the place of production, the date of manufacture, warranty conditions, logistical and other 

information that the manufacturer deems necessary to protect and/or place in the Code. 

The system is also able to use barcode and QR code, we are having development works 

in the area of invisible codes (latent technologies), which becomes visible through a special 

glass or through the phone camera. It will just be enough to point the camera of the smart 

phone at the sticker from JTR to see the information. 
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Our developments will be extremely relevant, necessary and useful in the fields of 

production of medicines, food, auto chemical goods, auto parts, clothing, accessories, 

electronics, audio/video products, software, services, copyrighted products and others. 

 

Using the JTR Code, the manufacturers of medicines will completely exclude the 

possibility of entering their counterfeit products on the market, and the consumer will 

always be sure in purchasing this product. 

 

With the growing popularity and the growing number of brands using our system, JTR 

itself will become a definite quality sign and will have a separate value for customers. As a 

result, we will see an increase in demand for products that have the JTR code. 

 

Also, the "army" of customers who have JTR Box installed on their mobile device will give 

preference to brands using the JTR system, but not only to check the products, but to 

participate in all sorts of loyalty programs, to receive Cash back, bonuses in which customers 

will receive JTR coin's for purchases or for doing any kind of activities. (for example, taking a 

survey from the manufacturer). As a result, users of the JTR Box application will be able to use 

their JTR coin's besides purchases of goods in the JTR Mart store. 

With a powerful JTR platform that brings together millions of customers and many 

manufacturers, we will continue implementing additional features that will make it easy to use a 

single application for a variety of tasks, such as: 

 

1. Purchase of Goods through JTR coin's and other crypto-currencies. 

2. Output/input of JTR coin's. 

3. Warranty service for purchased products. 

4. Messaging (messenger) 

5. Using the feedback system with the manufacturer. 

6. Support for any ERC20 tokens (storage, transfer). 

7. The functioning of the bonus system, Cash back for purchases (JTR coin charges to 

customers). 

8. The work of the loyalty system using simple smart contracts without programming 

(creation of shares/drawings to stimulate sales and encourage customers). 



9. Reading and writing reviews and ratings on the JTR blockchain. 

 

The JTR platform, consisting of the client part (in the form of a mobile JTR Box 

application) and part for companies - JTR Soft, has a huge potential for introducing 

additional functionality besides the one described above. We are combining a solvent 

audience in one JTR Box application and allow brands to flexibly and effectively use the 

opportunities of a new way of communicating with their target audience, and we will also 

provide an opportunity to attract new customers. 

 

 

2.1 Our history. Team.. 

The JTR project is the result of the work of businessmen and managers, starting 

from 2013. Recently, this project has been managed by Rashid Kabzhanov, who has 

huge experience and higher education in IT and finance. 

 

Since 2013, this project has become interesting to various state and industrial 

enterprises. Now it has taken a more complete structure, goals and is completely ready 

for work. 

You can see more details about the team, which at this stage is engaged in the 

development of our project on the official site 

 https://jtr-mart.org 

 

3.1 Mobile application for JTR Box users and software for JTR Soft manufacturers. 

Interaction of brands with customers. Increasing loyalty and conducting flexible motivational 

programs. 

 

A brief description of the principles of the JTR Box mobile application and JTR Soft 

software. 

 

JTR Box will allow the buyer to easily and quickly carry out the selection and purchase 

of goods through the JTR Mart online store, receive all the necessary information about 

the product, read the description, watch video reviews, reviews and ratings. Also, in a few 

seconds, the buyer will be able to check if the product is original or not. There are several 

https://jtr-mart.org/


validation methods at the moment: 

 

● Standard serial number for manufacturers. 

 

● QR code. 

 

● Latent code (not visible to the eye). 

 

JTR Rating will have wide functionality. It will allow consumers to leave feedback about 

the product, the company, and its ratings. Buyers who have made purchases of the Goods 

will be able to leave their feedback, assessments, which will greatly speed up the process of 

collecting information and will allow correcting, supplementing and improving the goods 

taking into account the opinions of real consumers. Also, in the case of a complaint of 

factory marriage, the manufacturer will immediately see which batch the unit is from, which 

will immediately react to the problem, make a product exchange or offer a different 

solution. This will increase the trust of customers to the Goods and to the company. 

Also, manufacturers will be able to connect loyalty programs (cash back, bonuses, and 

promotions). In this framework, the opportunity will be added to compensate consumers 

for performing certain actions, for example, for recommending products, writing reviews, 

participating in promotions, and etc. The issue of bonuses will be possible only in JTR 

coins, which, again, will increase the demand for them. 

 

The startup functionality for launching the JTR ecosystem in the JTR Box mobile 

application will include: 

 

 

1. JTR Mart Online store. 

2. Mobile wallet (ERC20). 

3. Universal discount card. 

4. Cash back service. 

5. Checking the goods for originality. 

6. Participation in promotions and loyalty programs from manufacturers. 

7. Feedback from manufacturers/brands/buyers: 



 

 

○ The manufacturer can contact buyers directly through the application. 

However, manufacturers do not know the data of the buyer, but they 

know its location. The number of messages sent is limited. 

 

○ The buyer can send a message to the customer support directly to 

the manufacturer, leave feedback, evaluate the products or work of 

the company. 

 

○ The manufacturer can create surveys for those users who bought a 

certain product (targeting by product, by country, by the time of the 

last purchase, by the number of purchases for a certain period). 

Buyers receive a certain amount of JTR coin for participating in 

surveys. 

 

 

 

2. Cross-currency, support for a large number of crypto-currencies (end of 2018/early 

2019). 

 

The JTR Box application will be available for iOS/Android, a simple web version with 

limited functionality which will also be created. 

 

JTR Soft 

 

A fully functional personal cabinet for manufacturers/brands, is available only in the 

browser version via the JTR website 

 

1. Entering the terms of the guarantee into a smart contract. Separate conditions for buyers 

and service centers, various goods. 

2. Payment for rendered warranty repair services online from the manufacturer to the 

service center in JTR coin. 



3. Managing the generation/release/download of bar codes/QR codes, latent images. 

 

○ Segmentation of codes and assignment of information for each 

series of codes (for example, for each consignment of goods). 

 

○ Downloading/uploading of codes into the blockchain file in a convenient 

format for applying to products or entering the necessary information. 

4. Product Analysis. 

 

○ Viewing full analytics on using codes from each lot, geotargeting. 

 

5. Viewing reviews/messages/complaints and contact with customers (responses to 

reviews/messages). 

 

6. Creating and managing shares with the help of smart contracts. (Example: an 

action is created where the buyer must purchase 10 units of the product from the 

1st to the 30th of the month and activate, respectively, 10 codes (perform 

verification of the product code from the smart phone), then the manufacturer 

adds a certain amount of JTR coin to the smart contract balance, which on the 

30th day are distributed equally among all participants of the action who have 

fulfilled the conditions stipulated in the smart contract). 

 

7. Additional functions for attracting new customers. 

 

○ Shares for all users of the application with flexible targeting (not 

affecting the privacy of customers). 

 

8. Tracking the movement of goods/lots by scanning a label at each 

logistic stage. 

 

3.2 Support for blockchain infrastructure through JTR Chain. 

 

 



To make the JTR system independent and maximum reliable, we will use the 

servers/computers of users. Step by step this process will look like this: 

 

● Setting the JTR Chain nodes to the system participant's computer 

(manufacturers). 

 

● Possibility of setting JTR Chain nodes for independent miners. 

 

With purchases in the online store, with each transaction a certain percentage 

(from 0.01%) will be distributed between the miners. Considering that we plan to 

reach 2-3% of the world retail volume in the next few years, it will be thousands 

and hundreds of thousands of transactions per day. 

Also, manufacturers will pay a small percentage of each verification, activation 

of the Code for the use of the JTR Chain system, which will support the miners. 

3.3 Blocking for companies/brands. 

 

The presence of a network of distributed servers, which no one can exert any 

influence to, preserves the main principles of the blockchain system, based on the 

confidence of all system participants in the project. 

The use of third-party companies and brands of our facilities in the distributed 

network and infrastructure of JTR lock-ups will allow us to quickly and inexpensively 

deploy our own solutions for integrating the blockchain system into the processes of 

third-party companies. The presence of an extensive community and independent 

developers in the JTR ecosystem will make it possible to perform tasks of any complexity. 

3.4 Logistics service JTR 

 

The JTR application has a functionality that allows scanning QR and other codes to 

verify the product and obtain detailed information about it (production date, 



manufacturer, supply chain, contacts, and etc.). In addition, manufacturers will be able to 

collect and use information on the delivery of goods and sale. Each batch has its own 

code, at all stages of logistics warehouse or other personnel can scan common lot codes, 

which JTR Soft will build a logistics chain for the movement of all goods from. Also, this 

chain will have information about the final scan of each product from different lots. This 

will allow manufacturers to accurately determine the distribution of their goods by 

geography. For example: the manufacturer will see where and in what quantities his 

products go, where the demand for it is more, and where is less, and even track the time 

of sale. 

 

All this will allow optimizing logistics solutions and work with trading companies, 

dealers, and as a result to save significant funds, improving sales. Deep analytics will allow 

all market participants to gain their advantages and benefits. At the same time, 

confidential data of buyers always remains anonymous, as manufacturers and brands will 

not know any personal and other data with which can identify the customer (we will not 

collect any personal data when installing the application). All that we know about the 

person who installed the JTR Box application is his/her public code, which is not tied to 

any personal data. 

3.5 Multicurrency Crypto wallet 

 

The mobile JTR Box application in the basic functionality already contains JTR coin 

storage/sending/transfer functions, but we are also planning to support basic crypto-

currency and fast conversion. After testing the entire JTR ecosystem, it will be possible to 

pay with crypto-currency or instantly convert it to fiat money using a mobile phone and 

the JTR Box application. 

3.6 Equipment and software in trading rooms 

 

Our team is comprehensively interested in popularizing the use of crypto-currency 

and blockchain technologies. Therefore, with the growing popularity of JTR, we will 

introduce our software into supermarkets, which will allow reading QR and other codes 

from products that use JTR. This will also people who are uncomfortable using the JTR Box 



application for various reasons to get our services. 

 

 

 

3.7 Blokchain voting system 

 

 The peculiarity of the JTR ecosystem will be the application of the core ideology of 

blockchain. Although we will be a private company, we will not be able to make changes 

and additions to the system without the participation of the entire community. Each 

issue on finalization, the introduction of new functionality or any changes in the JTR 

system, will be put to the vote, where results and honesty will not cause any doubt due 

to complete openness. Voting will be announced when the company will need to enter 

new functionality or change any existing functions, rules, and etc. Each voting will last 48 

hours, all JTR Coin holders who have installed the JTR Box application and uptime in the 

network at least 50% of the total time in the network will be able to vote. 

 

This will allow us to remain a fully transparent and manageable community. So we will 

follow the common interests of the majority. 

 

4.1 JTR coin information 

 

JTR coin is the only means of payment within the JTR system. All payments are made 

without exception through JTR coin, and the main goal, regulated by a smart contract, is to 

encourage manufacturers to use JTR in their activities and attract new users. 

 

Manufacturers pay for release codes and award buyers only with the help of JTR coin. All 

additional platform services are also paid using JTR coin. 

 

Immediately after the end of the ICO, JTR plans to go out with its tokens to the crypto-

exchange exchanges in order to increase the capitalization and to add additional opportunities to 

all the holders of the tokens. 

4.2 Advantages for token holders 



 

1. Increased demand for JTR coin as a means of payment in the JTR Mart 

store. 

2. Possibility to purchase goods with JTR coin. 

3. Participation in the cash back service from JTR Mart. 

4. Remuneration for holders of JTR Coin from world trade turnover. 

5. Additional functions of using JTR coin (for example, promotions from 

manufacturers, participation in bonus programs, and etc.). 

6. Addition in the perspective of JTR Box function of a multi-currency wallet 

with support for basic crypto-currency (payment with NFC, conversion, 

and etc.). Issuance of their own tokens by manufacturers on the JTR 

platform (for any purpose, including ICO, and etc.). 

7. Growth in the number of JTR Box users (through marketing + plus brand 

marketing, which will inform buyers/customers about using JTR in their 

ads/websites/social networks and, of course, on their packaging), and, 

consequently, prices for JTR coin, are limited only by the number of buyers 

all over the world. 

8. Scalability of the JTR system around the world. We plan to work in 120 

countries in the near future. 

. 

5.1 Review of pre ICO 

View of  pre ICO 

 

The purchase of JTR coin tokens is offered by JTR Mart as a prepayment for JTR products 

and services. JTR Mart issues in pre-sale 9,000,000,000 JTR coin tokens with an initial 

market value of $ 0.002 for 1 JTR coin. 

 

More detailed information about ICO and the potential advantages of JTR coin ownership 

is given in this White Paper. The mandatory terms and conditions for the sale of JTR coin 

will be set out in the Terms and Conditions published on the page (website). 

 

Deposit in the first stage of the sale is available from February 10, 2018. Start of the first 



stage of pre ICO - February 20, 2018. 

It is recommended to purchase tokens with the maximum discount and at the lowest price. 

Follow the information on the site and our news about the progress of the pre ICO. 

 

Duration of sale: 10 stages will be launched for 900,000,000 JTR tokens each. Each stage 

will last 9 days or until the full redemption of the JTR coin of the current phase (whichever 

will occur sooner). 

Price 1 JTR coin = $0.002 

 

The possibility of early completion of pre ICO: upon reaching the upper limit of $ 

12,000,000 

 

Adjustable distribution: unsold and unallocated JTR coin in each period will be transferred 

to the reserve of the company. 

 

Additional release of JTR coin is provided: JTR coin is released during the ICO. 

 

Guaranteed methods of buying JTR coin: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin Cash 

(BCH). 

 

The minimum goal is $ 1 million. If the goal is not achieved, all funds will be returned. 

Within 1-2 months after completion of pre ICO, the company will announce the ICO, the 

second release of JTR coin token for opening regional warehouses, service-exchange centers, 

construction of processing plants. 

By this time the following will be launched: the online store JTR Mart, the first regional 

warehouse, the pilot version of the mobile application JTR Box, the first service-exchange 

centers will be opened. 

This will expand and strengthen the position of the JTR token and the company plans to 

raise the value of the token to 0.005 per dollar for the ICO. 

 

The given plan of distribution of tokens will allow keeping an exchange rate of JTR coin 

and to involve additional means for the further development. (Additional funds will also help 

increase the popularization of the project, which will increase the rate of JTR coin on 

exchanges). 



 

Each development stage and all events in JTR will be widely covered in the crypto 

community and the media, which will always increase the price of JTR coin on stock exchanges. 

 

5.2 Discounts for tokens 

Distribution of additional bonuses: 1-st part:  

 Stage # 1: an additional bonus of 10% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Step # 2: an additional bonus of 9% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Step # 3: an additional bonus of 8% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 4: an additional bonus of 7% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 5: an additional bonus of 6% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 6: an additional bonus of 5% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 7: an additional bonus of 4% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 8: an additional bonus of 3% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 9: an additional bonus of 2% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

  Stage # 10: an additional bonus of 1% to the volume of redeemed tokens. 

 

Each stage lasts 9 days starting from February 20, 2018. 

 

The purpose of the pre ICO is to obtain financing for the creation of the JTR 

ecosystem, the development of the project, the entry into the world markets in the retail 

sector. 

 

The project is a very flexible integration of the blockchain and crypto-currency with 

the traditional business for solving many problems and tasks. 

 

5.3 Justification of soft cap/hard cap 

 

Soft cap is needed to achieve the minimum goals: the development of an online 

store on JTR Mart, the pilot version of JTR Box + JTR Soft + JTR Chain + the opening of JTR 

Service and the general launch of the JTR system with minimal marketing and functionality. 

The amount exceeding the soft cap ($ 1,000,000) will attract more high-profile 

specialists and carry out better marketing, which will facilitate the rapid expansion of the 



product to the markets of the USA, Asia, and Europe. Also, in a more short time, access to 

the exchanges will be made. 

Additional tools will help to support the JTR community and allocate funds to expand 

the functionality and support of independent developers. 

 

Also you can see the information posted on the company's website: 

https://jtr-mart.org 

 

5.4 Distribution of JTR coin 

 

JTR coin, released on the Ethereum platform, will be distributed among the participants 

during the conduct of pre ICO and the connection of the Ethereum blockchain system. 60% of 

JTR coins will be available for purchase during pre ICO. 

 

5% JTR coin are available for referral and bounty programs. 

 

5% JTR coin – reserve fund. (will be frozen until October 2018) 

 

10% JTR coin - team and advisers. (will be frozen until October 2018) 

 

20% JTR coin – reserve of the company for launch and expansion. 

 

6.1 Access to the stock exchange and support the value of the token JTR coin 

 

 The opening of the JTR Mart online store, which sells high-demand goods for 

JTR tokens, the growth in the number of manufacturers and consumers using JTR, 

will increase the demand for JTR coin, since all operations inside the system are 

made only with its help, and the amount of JTR coin is limited. 

For example: According to eMarketer estimates in 2018, the world market of Internet 

retail will grow by 23.2% ($2.29 trillion) in comparison with the previous year, and in 2019 

to $3.58 trillion. The share of e-commerce in the total volume of world retail is estimated at 

10-15%. The market will continue growing in double digits, in the regional context the main 

drivers will be the US and China, which together will provide this year with about 1.58 

trillion dollars of sales in the e-commerce sector. The number of smart phones sold in 2017 

exceeded one billion units. 

If JTR Mart reaches a volume of 1-2% of this market, then this is 10 million sold smart 

https://jtr-mart.org/


phones per year. This will make a turnover of only one position of more than $ 2 billion a 

year. 

The number of JTR Coin users will grow by millions and tens of millions of people, 

which will create a great demand for our tokens. 

Even if we assume that the speed of development of the system will be low in the first 

year of existence, with sufficient funding, our team, according to modest estimates, is able 

to launch the JTR Mart online store, open the first service and exchange centers, start 

selling products, attract and connect to JTR about 100 producers, which will create a JTR 

coin deficit of 10% monthly. The price of the code for brands will remain unchanged in $, 

and the cost of JTR coin will grow when each new manufacturer connects to our service 

and when the demand for JTR coin increases. 

If we select by items, the growth of the user base and manufacturers in the JTR system 

will occur for the following reasons: 

 

1. The launch of the JTR Mart online store with the sale of smart phones with subsequent 

exchange for new models, with warranty service in our service and exchange centers will 

create a large influx of new customers, which in only one month can create a flow of 

thousands of customers. 

2. Each brand will post references to the use of JTR on their websites, social accounts, 

networks, as well as other ways to inform buyers (traditional advertising, the inclusion 

of a reference to the use of JTR in marketing). Due to this, there will be an increase in 

the number of users of the JTR Box application. 

 

3. Other manufacturers, seeing the innovations of their competitors, will also consider 

the possibility of implementing JTR (the development of an individual blockchain 

system is not promising). 

 

4. Our aggressive marketing through the world media, traditional advertising, etc., 

will increase the recognition of JTR. The Direct Sales Department will daily seek 

and negotiate with new brands/manufacturers. The interest of the media and the 



community will be caused by the fact that JTR is one of the first solutions for the 

global application of technology blockchain and crypto-currency in the real sector 

of the economy. 

 

5. Our customers will be interested in attracting their acquaintances to use JTR Box and 

JTR Mart for purchases through cashback and agency fees, which will lead to a rapid 

increase in the number of users of our system. At the moment, during several days in 

our system, more than 230 people registered who are purchasing JTR tokens and plan 

to purchase Products in JTR Mart. 

 

6. Unlimited opportunities to add and implement new features to the JTR system. 

 

6.2 Development of the "JTR" community and the support of developers 

 

We understand that the project can not exist without a strong and unified 

community. Therefore, right now we are planning to conduct hackathons and 

search for strong blockchain-developers. Also, we are planing to allocate funds 

each month to a separate fund for the development and promotion of blockchain 

technologies that will support independent developers and the development of 

the JTR ecosystem - a decentralized and powerful structure, the decisions of which 

are taken by the vote of community members. 

 

Site of the company 

Facebook 

YouTube channel 

https://jtr-mart.org/
https://www.facebook.com/jtrmart/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxPPV_a4_CfnMK9pUVpnVZw

